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ABSTRACT
Demand for web content continues to increase at exponential rates and this has intensified the challenges of satisfying
customer’s Quality of Service. Several techniques for Web content delivery vis-à-vis resource allocation have been
proposed, one of which is the use of Content Distribution Networks. However, in recent times, cloud computing has
become a driving force in Information Technology where Service Providers’ limited resources are shared among
numerous users with different QoS requirements. In this work, focus is on developing a model for allocation of resources
on cloud computing Infrastructure in order to improve delivery of Web content and optimize service cost. An analytical
approach was adopted and expressed as an optimization problem subject to QoS metrics: delay, throughput, and
bandwidth. The optimization problem was formulated as an Integer Linear Programming problem in which the decision
variable takes the value of 0 or 1. A single Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud with Virtual Machine (VM) instances
running in Physical Machines (PM) was assumed. The model was considered for different values of delay, throughput,
and bandwidth for each VM to obtain minimum cost of delivering Web content to users. An algorithm was developed
and sample data were collected from Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute/storage pricing model to obtain optimal results.
The implementation of the algorithm was done using ‘A Mathematical Programming Language/Modular In-core
Nonlinear Optimization Systems’ (AMPL/MINOS).
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unusually large growth in network traffic generated
1. INTRODUCTION
by request for and response to Web contents. If the
traffic grows to an extent where either the server’s
Delivery of Web Contents such as text, processing capacity or storage space, the bandwidth
images, sounds and video became proliferated with available on its connection to the Internet can easily
the introduction of the Internet to the public. Driven be maxed out, user requests are dropped, which
by rapid acceptance of broadband access along with results in increased access delays and less requests
increase in system complexity and content richness, being responded to (i.e. lower throughput). Since the
the Internet has experienced tremendous growth and dawn of the Internet, efforts have been made to
maturity. In addition, with the introduction of a ensure that it not only delivers Web Contents to users
plethora of Internet enabled devices, the number of but also ensures that these contents are delivered to
users continues to grow at a quick rate and this in meet the user’s Quality of Service expectations such
turn has altered internet usage pattern from being as higher throughput and minimal delay while
partially online to always online, thus resulting into request is being responded to. One approach was to
more requests for more Web Contents.
modify traditional Web architecture by upgrading
As a result of this growth and the the web server hardware, adding a high-end
pervasiveness of the Internet, there has been an processor, upgrading the memory and adding to the
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disk space. This approach slightly helped to reduce
the performance problem. However, it did not
provide a lasting solution because of the fact that
traffic increased geometrically as more and more
people surf the web on a daily basis. Moreover, this
approach of upgrading hardware components was
not flexible as opined by [1] because it gets to certain
point when small enhancements became impossible
and the only option was to replace the entire web
server system [2].
An initial solution to the problem of
ensuring that Web content were delivered to meet
user’s QoS expectation was proposed by [3]. This
method improved performance, reduced server load
and at the same time reduced bandwidth usage,
especially for narrowband users by deploying
caching proxies that serve user’s request. It helped to
meet growing demands on the Internet by improving
speed, throughput, and availability. Speed was
improved by successfully migrating copies of
frequently requested documents from the server to a
cache closer to the clients. By this, clients
experienced shorter delays when requesting for
content.
A different approach for better performance
is the use of server farms. A server farm is a group
of networked servers that distribute tasks in a way
that maximizes efficiency and minimizes the risk of
losing data. According to [1], each server in the farm
shares the burden of responding to requests for the
same web site. Although server farms and
hierarchical caching (through caching proxies) are
useful techniques to address the Internet Web
performance problem, they have limitations. In the
first case, since servers are deployed near the origin
server, they do little to improve the network
performance due to network congestion. This may
force the content providers with a popular content
source to invest in large server farms, load balancing,
and high bandwidth connections to keep up with the
demand.
To address these limitations, Content
Distribution Network or Content Delivery Network
(CDN), which is a system of computers networked
together across the Internet to cooperate
transparently for delivering content to end-users,
was developed. It involves a set of surrogate servers
(distributed around the world) that cache the origin
servers’ content; routers and network elements that
deliver content to the optimal location and the
optimal surrogate server and an accounting
mechanism that provides logs and information to the
origin servers.
Today, cloud computing offers businesses
and content providers an inexpensive way to expand
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their infrastructure with the use of shared pool of
configurable computing resources that may belong
to the same or different service providers [4]. Cloud
resources can be seen as any resource, be it physical
or virtual, that users may request from the Cloud.
These include network requirements, storage,
computational needs such as CPU time, or even
software applications [5]. These resources are
usually placed in multi-tenant data centers that are
able to match the resources with the volume of work
being done at any point in time such that an
expansion in business activities leads to more
resources being provisioned and a contraction leads
to less resources being provisioned.
Though, cloud is defined as both the
applications delivered as services over the Internet
and the hardware and systems software in the data
centers that provide those services, due to the
dynamic nature of demand from users, it is not
certain that service providers may be able to fully
satisfy these demands [6]. This poses a challenge in
the areas of quality, availability, usability, and
reliability of services provided. Furthermore,
efficient delivery of Web Content to users have
always been a phenomenon that requires guaranteed
quality of service and resource provisioning since
the Internet was introduced to the general public.
The adoption of Cloud computing has led companies
to embrace new and cost-effective ways to harness
Information Technology infrastructure. However,
delivery of Web content on this new computing
paradigm also requires a guaranteed quality of
service. Therefore, this work proposes a model for
resource allocation for Web content delivery on
cloud Computing to improve efficiency subject to
quality of service constraints like delay, throughput
and bandwidth.
2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
Quite number of comprehensive reviews
have been done about this subject area which can be
found in the works of [7] [8] [9] [10]. However, it
may be necessary to explicate how newer methods
have been able to improve over older existing
methods.
When provisioning resources to tasks in the
Cloud it is possible to have a few idle resources that
may be unused at times. [11] proposed and
developed a resource allocation mechanism that
integrates and allocates these idle resources to users
by introducing microeconomic methods into the
resource management and allocation in the Cloud
environment. By combining batch matching and
reverse auction, a reverse batch matching auction
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mechanism was proposed for resource allocation.
Market efficiency, user satisfaction and QoS are
maximized in an optimization problem to determine
the winner of the auction. [12] also proposed an
auction mechanism that worked well under certain
conditions such as when a value is specified for the
bandwidth between the Cloud user and servers.
Cloud servers are allotted to users by an auction
mechanism that checks whether the unused
bandwidth of a server is greater than a specified
value. This method, however, did not consider the
cost of executing specific tasks on the available
server. Furthermore, [13] proposed another auctionbased mechanism that helps the cloud service
provider to decide how and when to allocate
resources and to which users. The mechanism is
most useful in real-time environment and can give a
near-optimal solution. It is, however, not practical
when the resources and tasks are known ahead and
are required to be scheduled to optimize utilization
of the system. [14] proposed an increase in Cloud
service provider profit by reducing the penalty cost
for Service Level Agreement violation. Execution
time as SLA constraint in combinatorial auction
system was considered where there are series of
bidding rounds in which winners are determined
according to job’s urgency. The result, at the end of
each bidding round, is used to efficiently allocate
resources and reduce penalty cost.
Two provisioning plans for computing
resources are mainly in use. Reservation plan and
On-demand plan. [15] proposed the Robust Cloud
Resource Provisioning (RCRP) algorithm to achieve
the best advance reservation. The RCRP came as an
improvement on the existing work of [16] Optimal
Cloud Resource Provisioning (OCRP) that used two
uncertainties (demand and price) to find an optimal
solution for resource provisioning and VM
placement. The RCRP considers four uncertainties
(demand, profit, resource utilization and cost
uncertainty) to get a more robust solution.
Leveraging on Toyota’s Just-in-Time
philosophy, [17] were able to address the problems
that emanate from capacity planning in the Cloud.
For efficient provisioning of cloud data centers,
computational infrastructures of a cloud computing
provider are assembled based on the costs that have
already been absorbed by the core businesses that
use them. This resource allocation strategy ensures
that the provider allocates resources only when
demanded and until there is use for them. Built upon
the amortized resources from a supply chain, JiT
Clouds may represent an attractive alternative for
many types of clients and applications both in price
and in scalability. Amortized resources are gotten as
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a result of a federation of low scale resources already
existing. Just in Time Provider is a public cloud
computing provider that makes use of a federation of
low scale amortized resources already existing into
private contexts instead of assembling and
maintaining a structure of data centers for supporting
its own services. Unlike proxies of conventional
providers of cloud computing, a Just in Time
Provider does not represent any public cloud
provider, but acts as a legitimate and fully
autonomous provider that takes advantage of
resources that would be irretrievably wasted without
its intervention.
Topology based resource allocation was proposed by
[18] in which an architecture that gathers
information about hosted application requirements
without the explicit user input. This information is
used to forecast the performance of a particular
resource allocation. This architecture is referred to as
TARA and it is made up of a prediction engine that
uses a lightweight simulator to estimate the
performance of a given resource allocation and a
search engine that makes use of genetic algorithm to
find an optimal solution in a large search space.
A number of mechanisms based on genetic
algorithm were propose, one of which was presented
by [19] for task level scheduling in Hadoop
MapReduce. The major advantage of this work is
that it could help find the local optimum solution,
however the execution of the load balancing
algorithm may take a long time to make a decision
for the task assignment thus impacting the overall
performance. Another genetic-based mechanism
was presented by [20] in order to minimize the
waiting time of tasks to be scheduled in a cloud
computing environment. Furthermore, [21]
addressed the independent batch scheduling in
computational grid by presenting a genetic based
algorithm in order to solve the global minimization
problem in grid-based energy consumption. The
main disadvantage of this work, is that it is based
only on two criteria, while fixing several other
parameters.
The challenge of providing and ensuring
QoS for mobile users in Cloud computing
environment was addressed in the work of [22] by
developing a QoS framework for mobile computing
and adaptive QoS management process to manage
QoS assurance in mobile computing environment. In
addition, a QoS management model based on Fuzzy
Cognitive Map (FCM) was proposed. This work
facilitated QoS prediction, establishment, and
assessment. The problem with the work is that a
good model with suitable configurations was not
generated.
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[23] proposed a QoS-Aware Dynamic Data
Replica Deletion Strategy (QDDRDS) for disk space
and maintenance cost saving purposes because
distributed storage systems which forms the
foundation of all kinds of services provisioned in the
Cloud is the underlying infrastructure of Cloud
Computing. These distributed storage systems hold
replica which enhance the reliability and
performance of the system. This reliability comes at
a cost in terms of disk space and maintenance cost.
While the QDDRDS saved disk space and
maintenance cost, the availability and performance
QoS requirement are ensured. However, there is an
increased overhead in terms of updating the
distributed storage. Also, there tends to be
inconsistency of data reducing the QoS availability.
So far, the works that have been examined
tend to focus on resource allocation strategies in the
cloud with special attention to work flow with the
exception of [22] which was fixated on mobile users.
Non seemed to focus on QoS. QoS entails techniques
for managing network resources since achieving the
required QoS by managing the delay, jitter,
bandwidth, amongst many other metrics on a
network holds the key to successful end-to-end
business solutions. In Cloud Computing, the issue of
QoS is a pertinent issue since cloud users expect
their service providers to provide resources in a way
that it meets the advertised characteristic and the
expectations stipulated in the SLA. This is not an
easy task since cloud providers need to find the right
tradeoff between operational costs and QoS levels.
A video-conferencing system was used to
propose a resource allocation model for QoS
management that allocates resources to different
applications in order to satisfy various quality of
service requirements by [34]. The QoS-based
Resource Allocation Model (Q-RAM) as it was
referred to, assumed a system with multiple
concurrent applications, each having its own set of
QoS level based on the system resource available to
it. The objective of the Q-RAM is to make resource
allocations to each application such that the total
system utility is maximized under the constraints
that every application is feasible with respect to each
QoS dimensions. The total system utility which is to
be maximized is an aggregate of all application
utility. Hence [35] proposed a scheduling algorithm
referred to as Multiple QoS constrained scheduling
strategy for multiple workflows (MQMW) to
address the challenge that comes up as a result of the
uniqueness of each request in terms of QoS
requirements from these numerous clients.
Workflows which can be started at any time with
different QoS requirements are scheduled upon
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arrival with high success rate. Results of the
experiments conducted on this algorithm yielded
better scheduling results. However, QoS constraints
such as availability and reliability were not
considered.
A Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming problem
was formulated by [24] to solve the problem of task
planning. Their model assumed multiple
heterogeneous compute and storage cloud provider
and parameterized them by cost and performance in
addition to the constraints on the maximum number
of resources on each cloud. The objective function in
this work minimized total cost of work flow
execution under deadline constraints. This work
however differs from the focus of this paper because
it focused on optimizing tasks and work flow while
the focus in this paper is on QoS based delivery of
Web Content.
There is a challenge of incorporating a
comprehensive QoS demand for Big data with cloud
computing while minimizing total cost. As a solution
to this challenge [25] proposed heuristic algorithms
which were implemented based on the premise that
the reduction of resource waste has a direct relation
on minimization of cost. These algorithms are
equipped with tuning parameters to find minimized
dynamic resource allocation solutions but it doesn’t
consider metrics such as delay, jitter (delay
variation) and throughput.
While a number of researchers have tried to
solve problems in other optimization areas like
resource scheduling and workflow little or no work,
has been done explicitly to minimize total service
cost incurred in transferring web objects from
service provider’s infrastructure to clients in the
client network subject to specific QoS constraints
like delay, throughput and bandwidth.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider a Cloud provider and clients whose
processes are described by [26] as follows:
1. Client in the client’s network generates
request through the network to compute
cloud.
2. VM on compute cloud gets data from
storage cloud
3. VM on compute cloud aggregates
information for client
4. VM on compute cloud responds with
information to client through network.
The location of the storage clouds is not specified in
2 above. However, in this work, it is assumed that
there are multiple storage locations holding replicas
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of the requested Web Objects as we have in Content
Delivery Networks (CDN).
From the processes described, three costs are
identified. These are i) Cost of VM. ii) Cost of
storage (replicated in multiple storage servers across
the globe (iii) Cost of transfer of data from storage
to client.
A Cloud provider has physical machine that may
hold instances of virtual machines and storage.
The input sets for the formulation of the problem are
as follows:
I = A set of physical machines.
J = A set of virtual machines in physical
machine.
N = A set of nodes in the client network.
K = A set of web objects or content
S = A set of storage units
The parameters that describe a virtual machine are as
follows.
cj = cost of a virtual machine j, for each j in
J
vj = number of virtual machine instances j
in J
tj = number of hours used by virtual
machine, for each j in J
min_bj = minimum bandwidth required by
virtual machine j, for each j in J
max_bj = maximum bandwidth required by
virtual machine j, for each j in J
min_tj = minimum throughput required by
virtual machine, for each j in J
max_tj = maximum throughput required by
virtual machine, for each j in J
sj = storage available to virtual machine j,
for each j in J
The parameters that describe a web object are as
follows.
sk = size of object k
∑ sk = aggregate size of all objects k (for
all objects)
rk = request rate for object k by client n
δk = unit delay for transferring object k
Δk = δk∑ rk Aggregate delay for all k
(for all objects)
λk = sk / δk Throughput for transferring
object k
bk = bandwidth for transferring object k
β = ∑ bk
ck = cost of outbound transfer of object k
ct = sk . rk . ck Cost of transferring object k
from storage to client n.
Parameters that describe storage cs = cost of
storage/unit
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Scap = storage capacity. The cost of storage
is taken into consideration because there
are certain instances of VM that don’t have
within them storage units.
QoS metrics considered in the SLA
t = throughput as stated in the SLA
b = bandwidth as stated in the SLA
d = delay as stated in the SLA
Xij = 0 or 1 defines the decision variable
representing the virtual machine j in physical
machine i responding to request from client n in N.
The decision variable takes the value 1 if the virtual
machine serves the request otherwise the value is 0.
The cost of transferring a single web object k
includes the cost of Virtual M instance, cost of
transferring the object from storage to client n, and
the cost of storage. This can be described as:
cj + sk.rk.ck + sc
(i)
The aggregate cost of all virtual machines j in all
physical machines i is as follows:
(ii)
The cost of transferring all objects k in all virtual
machine j in all physical machines is as follows:
(iii)
Cost of storage in all storage sites around globe
(iv)
The objective function therefore represents the total
cost of transferring multiple web objects from
storage to client n in N. It is defined as:
(v)
for all object k in all virtual machine j, in all physical
machine i.
subject to:
min_bj < ∑ bk < max_bj
(1)
min_tj > λk ≤ max_tj
(2)
Δk ≤ d
(3)
∑sk ≤ Scap
(4)
Xij = 0 or 1
(5)
Interpretation of Constraints
(1) enforces that the aggregate bandwidth consumed
while transferring Web objects fall between the
minimum and maximum bandwidth stipulated in the
Service Level Agreement.
(2) guarantees that the actual throughput for
transferring Web objects falls within the range of
what is bargained for by clients
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(3) imposes that the aggregate delay for all the Web
objects is less than or equal to the delay stated in
Service Level Agreement.
(4) ensures that the storage capacity of VMs are not
exhausted
(5) says that if virtual machine j is used to transfer
object k from storage to client, the decision variable
takes the value of 1, otherwise it is 0.

number PM was 2 and VM was 2. Lastly, for 10
objects, the most profitable configuration occurred
when the number of PM was 2 and VM was 2. This
indicates that the model was effective in allocating
resources that will result in minimizing the total
service cost associated with the transfer of Web
objects.

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, the performance of the resource
allocation model proposed in the methodology was
studied by presenting the total service cost for all the
simulations that were stated in the Illustrative
example in Table 1. The results indicated the
configuration of physical machine and virtual
machine that yielded minimum service cost. The
most profitable configuration for transferring 2, 4,
and 6 objects occurred when the number of physical
machines was 1 and virtual machine was 2. For 8 and
10 objects, the most profitable configuration
occurred when the number of physical machines was
2 and virtual machine was 2. This result is an
indication that the model was effective in allocating
resources that will result in minimizing the total cost
associated with the transfer of Web content.
Figures 1 to 9 are extracted from the information
on Table 1 and they are more precise as they each
focus on peculiar instances. With reference to Figure
1 to Figure 9, the total cost of service reduced as the
number of Web objects increase. This indicates that
the model was effective in minimizing the total
service cost associated with the transfer of Web
objects.
Figures 10 to 12 indicated that the total cost of
service increased for static number of objects and
increasing number of Virtual Machines. This implies
that increasing the number of Virtual Machines must
be justified by the availability of bandwidth and
throughput. In other words, it is not cost effective to
increase the number of virtual machine if the
bandwidth on currently running instances have not
been utilized to the maximum.
The results presented in Table 1 also indicated the
most profitable configuration for transferring Web
content that will result in least service cost. The most
profitable configuration for transferring 2, 4 and 6
Web objects occurred when the number of physical
machines was 1 and the number of virtual machines
was 2. For 8 objects, the most profitable
configuration occurred when the number of physical
machines was 2 and the number of virtual machines
was 2. Lastly, for 10 objects, the most profitable
configuration occurred when the number of physical
machines was 2 and the number of virtual machines
was 2. These results indicate that the resource

4.1 Workspace and Equipment
Experiments were carried out on a system with
the following specification:
 Intel Core i3-4005U, 1.7 Dual Core, 4GB RAM,
500GB HDD. One was done considering a
single storage unit.
The total service cost for delivering Web content
was obtained when 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 virtual machines
were instantiated respectively in 1 physical machine
for varying number of Web objects. The number of
physical machines was then increased to 2 and 2, 4,
6, 8, 10 virtual machines were instantiated
respectively for varying number of Web contents.
Lastly, the number of physical machines was
increased to 3 while 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 virtual
machines were instantiated respectively for varying
number of Web contents.
4.2 Illustrative Examples
The study considered number of (PM,VM,Object) =
{(1,2,2), (1,2,4), (1,2,6), (1,2,8), (1,2,10)},
num(PM,VM,Object) = (1,6,2), (1,6,4), (1,6,6),
(1,6,8), (1,6,10)}, num(PM,VM,Object) = {(1,10,2),
(1,10,4), (1,10,6), (1,10,8), (1,10,10)}.
For 2 PMs, num(PM, VM, Object) =
{(2,2,2),(2,2,4),(2,2,6),(2,2,8),(2,2,10)},
num(PM,VM,Object) = {(2,6,2), (2,6,4), (2,6,6),
(2,6,8), (2,6,10)}, num(PM,VM,Object) = {(2,10,2),
(2,10,4), (2,10,6), (2,10,8), (2,10,10)}.
For 3 PMs, num(PM,VM,Object) = {(3,2,2), (3,2,4),
(3,2,6), (3,2,8), (3,2,10)}, num(PM,VM,Object) =
{(3,6,2), (3,6,4), (3,6,6), (3,6,8), (3,6,10)},
num(PM,VM,Object) = {(3,10,2), (3,10,4),
(3,10,6) ,(3,10,8), (3,10,10)}.
The service costs were obtained for all the cases
considered in the methodology and the result
indicated the configuration that yielded minimum
service cost. The most profitable configuration for
transferring 2, 4, and 6 objects occurred when the
number of PM was 1 and VM was 2. For 8 objects,
the most profitable configuration was when the

4.3 Results and Discussion
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allocation model that was developed in this work
was effective in minimizing total service cost
associated with the transfer of Web objects and helps
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to choose the best configuration that will yield
minimum total service cost.
Table 1: Total Service Cost for transferring Web
Content

PM

VM

No of
Objects

Total
Service
Cost ($)

2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2

0.647
0.38
0.202
0.2
0.19
0.673
0.559
0.329
0.293
0.25
1.948
1.521
0.758
0.659
0.619
5.215
0.541
0.297
0.29
0.1
1.071

2

6

1

10

2

2
10

2

3

1

0.5

0
0

5

10

6

10

Total Service
Cost

Total Service Cost

2

6

4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10
2
4
6
8
10

0.842
0.396
0.352
0.165
2.711
2.054
0.926
0.799
0.45
1.048
0.599
0.329
0.292
0.2
1.717
1.352
0.741
0.659
0.618
2.889
2.211
1.035
0.899
0.842

1
0.5
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Objects

15

Number of Objects

Figure. 2 Total cost for 1 Physical Machine, 6 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects

Figure 1 Total cost for 1 Physical Machine, 3 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects
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3
2

Total Service
Cost

Total Service Cost
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1
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Objects

Total Service
Cost

Total Service
Cost

4
2
0
10

0
0

5

15

15

2
1
0
0

5

Number of Objects

10

15

Number of Objects
Figure. 8 Total cost for 3 Physical Machine, 6 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects

Figure. 4 Total cost for 2 Physical Machine, 2 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects
1.5
1

Total Service
Cost

Total Service
Cost

10

Figure. 7 Total cost for 3 Physical Machine, 2 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects

6

5

1

Number of Objects

Figure 3 Total cost for 1 Physical Machine, 10 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects

0

2

0.5
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Objects

4
2
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Objects
Figure. 5 Total cost for 2 Physical Machine, 6 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects

Total Service
Cost

Figure. 9 Total cost for 3 Physical Machine, 10 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects
3
2

Table 2 Total cost for static number of Web objects
and increasing number of VMs on 1 PM
Total Service
PM
VM
O
Cost ($)
1
2
2
0.647

1
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Objects
Figure. 6 Total cost for 2 Physical Machine, 10 Virtual
Machines and varying number of objects
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1
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2
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2

6

2

2

10

2

Total Service
Cost

Table 3 Total cost for static number of Web objects
and increasing number of VMs on 2PM
Total Service
PM
VM
O
Cost ($)
2
2
2
5.215
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1.071

4
2
0
0

5

10

15

Number of Virtual Machines

2.711

Figure. 12 Static Number of Web Object, Physical
Machines, and varying number of VM
Table 4: Total cost for static number of Web objects and
increasing number of VMs
Total Service
PM
VM
O
Cost ($)
3
2
2
1.048
6

2

1.171

3

10

2

2.889

Total Cost of
Service

3

The results obtained in this work solve the
problem of cost associated with the transfer of Web
content. This work also contributes to the body of
knowledge as it extends a solution to the resource
allocation problems for Web content delivery in
cloud computing. The model is recommended for
cloud service provides to enable them know how
much resources to provision for efficient deliver
and optimized cost. This work however focused on
a single Infrastructure-as-a-Service Cloud with
virtual machines running in physical machines. As
a suggestion for further studies, multiple
Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud could be
considered.

3
2
1
0
0

5

10

5.

15

Cloud computing systems are getting more
complex and the need to satisfy multiple users who
demand cloud services has always been an area that
requires close attention. providing optimized
solutions for scheduling services using a limited
number of resources is problem that has gained
attention due its impact on cloud computing
services.
This study reviewed quite a number of works which
include [27], [28], [29], [14], [30] have proposed
ways of allocating resources in the Cloud for
efficiency. However, these works considered
parameters like execution time of tasks, completion
time of computing resources, and energy
consumption for efficiency. [24] and [25] however,
minimized total cost of work flow execution under
deadline constraints. They did not consider total
service cost for transferring Web contents to
requesting users. Thus, in this work, a model for
allocation of resources on the Cloud with multiple
Web storage was conceptualized, developed and
implemented for solving problems of optimizing
resource allocation and cost minimization subject
to QoS constraints.

Number of Virtual Machines

Total Service Cost

Figure. 10 Static Number of Web Object, 1 Physical
Machine, and varying number of VM
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Figure. 11 Static number of Web Objects, 2 physical
machine, and varying number of VM
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